Footnote and Credit Column Key

Credit hours separated by a hyphen (1–03) in credit column indicates variable credit course limitations.
A blank in the credit column for a course indicates no credit allowed.

C  Credit/No Credit grading only
R  Restricted; requires advance approval (prior to registration through LoboWeb/LoboPhone)

Building Abbreviation Codes

AAP .............. Architecture and Planning
ANTHO ........... Anthropology Building
ANTHX ........... Anthropology Annex
APS ............... Albuquerque Public Schools
ARCX .......... 2500 Central SE, Architecture Annex
ARR ............... Arranged
ART ............... Art Building
ARTX ............. Art Annex
ASM ............. Anderson Schools of Management
ASMX ........... Anderson Computer Room
BANDE ........... Bandelier East
BANDW .......... Bandelier West
BRATTON ......... Law Building (Bratton Hall)
BRF ............. Biomedical Research Facility
BSMB ........... Basic Medical Science Building
CA-FRH ........... Kurt Frederick Rehearsal Hall
CA-KH .......... Keller Hall
CARL ............. Carlisle Gym
CAST ............ Biology Building (Castetter Hall)
CERES .......... Civil Engineering Lab
CERIA ........... Center for Environmental Research, Informatics, and Arts
CH E ........... Chemical Engineering Building
CHTM ........... Center for High Tech Materials (So. Campus)
CLARK .......... Chemistry (Clark Hall)
CMDS ........... Communicative Disorders Trailer
COMMJ ....... Communication and Journalism
CRF ........... Cancer Research Facility
CS EL ......... Centennial Library
CTRART ....... Center for the Arts
DEPT ROOM ...... Contact department for room location
DHL RNCH ...... D.H. Lawrence Ranch (Taos)
DSH .......... Dane Smith Hall
ECON ............. Economics
EDUC ............ Education Classrooms
EECE ............ Engineering Building (Electrical & Computer)
EG-X ........... Engineering Annex
EMS ACAD ...... EMS Academy, 2700 Yale Blvd. SE
ESCP .......... Engineering and Science Computer Pod
FEC ........... Farris Engineering Center
FPCT .......... Family Practice/Psychiatry Center
GSM ............. Parish Library
          (Graduate School of Management)
HIBB ............. Hibben Center
HOKW ........... Hokona Hall
HSCLB ........... Health Sciences Center Library
HSSB ........... Health Sciences Services Building
HUM ............. Humanities Building
JOHNS ........... Johnson Center
KAFC ........... Kirtland Air Force Base (846-4972)
KIVA .......... Education Complex
LAIL ........... Latin American Iberian Institute
LOGAN .......... Logan Hall (Psychology)
MANZ ........ Manzanita Center (Education Complex)
MARN .......... Marron Hall
MASLEY ........ Art Education (Masley Hall)
MCL .......... Medical School Library
MECH .......... Mechanical Engineering
MED B2 .......... School of Medicine Building No. 2
MITH .......... Mitchell Hall
MTTC .......... Manufacturing Technology & Training Center
MATTOX .......... Mattix Building (Off Campus)
MVH .......... Mesa Vista Hall
NAVAL .......... NAVTC Building
NOVH .......... Novitski Hall (Dental)
NRPH .......... Nursing/Pharmacy Building
NTHP .......... Northrup Hall (Geology)
NUCL .......... Nuclear Engineering Lab
OBSV .......... Observatory
OFF CAMP ...... Off Campus
ONATE .......... Onate Hall
ORTG .......... Ortega Hall
PANDA ....... Physics and Astronomy Building
REGH .......... Regen Hall
SARAR .... Sara Reynolds Building (SE of Psych)
SEL .......... Science Engineering Library
SHC .......... Student Health Center & Undergraduate Studies
SIMP .......... Simpson Hall (Counseling/Family Studies)
SO COMP .... South Complex or golf course
SOM .......... School of Medicine
SSC .......... Student Services Center
SUB .......... New Mexico Student Union
TAPY .......... Tapy Hall (Civil Engineering)
TECH .......... Technology & Education Center
TRAV .......... Education Administration Bldg (Travelstead Hall)
UNMH .......... UNM Hospital
UNM WEST ....... UNM West (http://eu.unm.edu)
VASS .......... Vassar
WAGNER ........ Wagner Hall (Civil Engineering)
WOOD ........ Woodward Hall